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Carlos Del Valle: SBA President
by John Lambert
, On Feb. 13, Carlos Del Valle
was elected president of the SBA,
defeating three other candidates.
Kim Bloodworth was voted into
the office of day' vice-president
while Sam Scheen was elected
night vice-president., Del Valle
served as vice-president for the
day division last year while Sue
Bastress was SBA president.
Other elected officials are: Second year day reps, Ross Fuerman,
Michael Ginsburg, Clarence Norman, Paul Schraeter; Third year
reps, Sharon Marshall, Sandra
Peaches, and Paul Schraeter as a
write in.
Del Valle perceived seven shortterm or immediate objectives for
the SBA this semester. Del Valle
hoped to be able to modify the
class schedule from its present

format so that third year students
More directly related to the
would be able to take some of the school, Del Valle hoped to put a
more common third year courses, grievance box in the Student
Remedies, Conflicts, etc., in the Lounge and help with the selecmorning at 9 A.M. rather than tie tion of a Commencement Speaup their afternoons and limit ker. He also wanted to be sure to
working hours. The new president point out that the Academic Advialso hopes to move registration
sing Program which was started
for the spring semester up before last year will be continued this
fall exams and thus lengthen the year; sometime in March. This
Christmas vacation and prevent program involved several profesearly returns.
sors addressing the first year class
The SBA will of course sched- about various' academic and carule several parties for 'this semes- eer options. Kim Bloodworth will
ter. If the weather permits, there be in charge.
Filling out the new SBA Adwill be a beer blast this Friday, a
pre-break party and of course the ministration are the appointments
annual Thank God lis Over Party of Carlos. These appointments
are vice-president for Student Afafter finals.
fairs-Michael
Ginsburg, TreaThis being 'a pie;idential elec- surer-Jody
Hoffman,' Secretion year, Carlos isalso hoping to tary-Lise
Lapidus, and Parleinvolve the school in politics to mentarian-Brent
Weingardt.
some extent and have a campaign The Student representatives to the
forum with' representatives of Faculty assembly will be Carlos,
each of the candidates present to Kim Bloodworth, and Donna
espouse their views.
Hill.

Kempler, Cheh and Schechter
Accept Appointlllents;_ Gin$b.,rg
by J 0110 Lambert

Dean of the newly formed law
the result of' several.' school· for Touro University in
meetings of the faculty" Profs. ' New York. The NLC's GovernDavid Kempler, Mary Cheh and· ment Contracts Program is exNew York practitioner Roger pected to take the lead in finding
Schechter will remain and/or join Prof. Ginsberg's replacement as
the NLCfaculty
next fall in the new member will help 'run the
tenure-track
positions
(where program itself.
review for full tenure would occur
Schechter is a Harvard Law
three years later). At the Feb. 8th
School graduate with GWU B.A.,
meeting, the faculty voted to who is currently an associate with
adopt the Faculty Appointments
the litigation department of Paul,
Committee's
recommendations
Wiess, Rifkind, Wharton,
&
and extend offers' to Daniel
Garrison, in New York. After
Halperin, Asst. Secretary of the graduating from Harvard, he
Treasury, Drew Days, Asst. Atty.
clerked for the Hon. Paul H.
General for the Civil Rights
Rooney, Justice for the Fifth
Division at the Department of Circuit. Schechter will be exJustice, and the NLC's own pected to teach courses in
visiting professor David Kempler.
Evidence and Anti-trust law.
The offer to Halperin, who
Prof. Cheh, with a J.D. from
taught ,at the University of Rutgers and a L.L.M. from
Pennsy.lvania Law School was for
Harvard has been at the NLC for
a tenured position.
almost two years and teaches
At the Feb. 15th meeting, the sections of Con Law, Civil
faculty voted to extend an offer to Procedure, and Corporations.
Roger Schechter, and authorized
Before receiving her L.L.M.,
Dean Barron to extend offers to Prof. Cheh clerked for Chief
either Mary Cheh or Howard
Justice Richard J. Hughes of the
Fink, both of whom are presently
New Jersey Supreme Court, and
visiting professors here at the was an associate at Fried, Frank,
NLC. Halperin
declined the Harris, Shriver, & Kappleman in
NLC's offer, for a position at Washington,
D.C. prior to
~tOlNIl.
which enabled Dean
coming to the NLC.
Barron to extend offers to both
Prof. Kempler, received his
Cheh and Fink. Prof. Cheh
J.D. from the University of
ccepted almost immediately.
Connecticut and in 1967 earned
Between the acceptances to date an L.L.M. at Georgetown. In
and presuming that the out- addition to carrying a full private
standing offers to Fink and Days practice, Prof. Kempler has
would be accepted, the tenuretaught at practically every law
track positions slated for next school in town, or so it seems" and
year would all be filled. This has been immensely popular
would leave only Prof. Ginsbert's
wherever he goes.
government contracts position
One of the new procedures
available. Prof. Ginsbert, who implemented
by the faculty
has been here at the NLC since Appointments Committee to help
1967, has agreed to become the ascertain a candidates teaching
As

ability was the requirement that
each candidate deliver a twenty to
thirty minute lecture on a subject
of his own choosing followed by a
half-hour question and answer
period.
Faculty Appointment
Chairwoman
Schwartz,
while
acknowledging some of the shortcomings of such a format pointed
out that this was really the first

'Q: _L~QVtL

time the faculty had really been
able to gauge a candidate's
demeanor and poise in a classroom-like situation and believed'
that the format was helpful in
that respect. The process certainly
focuses more: .attention on a
candidates teaching 'ability than
previously.
The Committee, for the rest of
~

its tenure is expected to further
refine the selection process, while
keeping an eye out for potential
candidates should either Finks or'
Days decline. In addition, they
are also expected to define criteria
for tenure selection and a tenure
review process in hopes of a
greater uniformity and fairness.

Stilwell Named Review Editor
by John Lambert
On Friday, Feb. 22, the editors
of the Law Review, Vol. 48,
named Mark Stilwell as Editor-inChief of the 49th volume of the
George Washington Law Review.
Anthony,
a.k.a.
"Disco"
Bruno
was
selected
as Executive Editor. They will
replace' Jim Rubinger and Paul
Palmer respectively.
With Heineken in hand Mark
briefly discussed some of the
concerns for the upcoming board.
With respect to the enormous gap
between
the Law Review's
publication schedule and when
the issues are actually coming out,
Mark pointed out that the Review
had just recently switched to a
computer to facilitate production
and that only now would the
benefits of the purchase of the
computer begin to be realized. It
took some time to learn to use the
machine and now members of
both the old and new boards are
familiar with how the machine
works. This familiarity should
speed up publication considerably. Mark said that this had
been the experience at several
other schools.

Mark also wanted to point out
that the first year writing competition for the law review had
been moved up into the beginning
of March and wanted first year
students to be aware of the
change. Unlike previous years,
the old board will be responsible
for drawing up the fact situations
and gathering
the requisite
, materials but the entries will still
be graded by the new board.
The other new editors and
positions are:

Editor-in Chief
Mark Stilwell
Executive Editor Anthony Bruno
Managing Editor Sandy Edelman
Managing EditorElizabeth Moore
Managing Editor Gary Soloman
Articles Editor
Kit Kennedy
Articles Editor
Randy Selig
Notes Editor
Jeffery Berry
Notes Editor
Bruce Holcomb
Notes Editor
Mike Goldberg
Notes Editor
Pat Lowry
Notes Editor
Phyllis Thompson
Topics Editor
Dave Denino
TopicsEditor
Jeff Carp

Moot Court Winners
1he final round of the upperclass Van Vleck Moot Court
competition, held Saturday, February 9, saw the team of Ellen
Mahan and Mark Laufman prevail in a close, hard-foughtargument over the team of James Kahl
and William Leberman. The
topic, which involved divestiture
of oil company-owned pipelines
and an ex parte contract during
an FTC rulemaking proceeding,
proved to be complex and centroversia. A distinguished panel of
The Honorable George McKinnon and The Honorable Patricia
Wald, both of the U.S. court of
Appeals for the District of

Columbia, Mr. Alfred Dougherty
of the Federal Trade Commission, and Dean Jerome Barron of
the National Law Center served
as judges.
The Van Vleck Club, a studentrun organization, administers the
major moot court competition of
the Law Center. The upper class
competition is held in the fall,
with finals in February, while the
first year competition is held in
the spring. This year's first year
competition has seen the largest
number of participants-c-Su-c-in
years, while maintaining the
traditionally high quality of brief
writing
and oral advocacy.
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LETTERS

editorial

The Proposed
Honor Code
On page six and seven of this issue of The Advocate, the Report
of the SBA Committee on Standards for Academic Honesty and the
Proposed Code of Academic Responsibility as ratified by the SBA,
are presented, We ask, beseech, beg all members of the NLC
community to read both documents, reflect on them and provide
written comments to the SBA, If the Code is adopted it will affect
all first and second year students and demonstrate a commitment on
the part of the law school to honesty which simply did not previouslyexist, ~ . '.
'.
.
Before commenting onsomeofthe
more notable aspects of the
Code, a' kind word Should be directed towards the drafters of the
proposal who obviously spenta great deal of time and put a lot of
thoughtinto the project. Their efforts are a concrete refutation to
the often-heard charge that today's law students are terrribly selfinterested.
The findings within the committee report strongly reflect the need
for an innovation with the school or rather the University's present
system for dealing with cheating. First and foremost: there is cheating and it is beyond doubt. This is not to say that there is a lot, but
there is some and any is intolerable. Secondly, as the committee
points out, no members of the NLC community "are faithfully
discharging their responsibilities". Proctors are lax, students are
lax, and some professors are no where in sight when their.exams are
given. At no point during a student's tenure at the NLC ISthere an
attempt to create a consciousness about cheating or instill a sense
within the student that he is part of the policing effort.
The committee also correctly assesses the failure of the present
University system as being too amorphous, indifferent to the concerns of a witness, lacking in student input, lacking safeguards for
the alleged violator. The proposal responds to each of.the failures.
The importance of having a carefully prescribed and . articulated
procedure cannot be underestimated. The proposal will let the
alleged know precisely what his options are and prevent the possibility of the alleged finding himself in an office and receivingan
ultimatum to sign something or else ...
Obviously any honor code is limited to the responsibility for
enforcement which each aspect of the community is willing to accept. You always need a witness who is willing to testify. Here, the
report is troublesome. Last fall The Advocate argued for afull honor

code in which any witness to a cheating incident who failed to report
that incident, was also culpable. Despite the example of the "witness" from last year's incident, who contrary to the Advocate's
description, went to great lengths to expose the truth, the committee
felt that students could not be expected to police themselves. The
committee's response to anyone who fails to report is only that he
undermines the efficiency of the code. It is unfortunate, but perhaps
the committee is right; that students are not ready for that responsibility, at least not now.
The proposal is an excellent start and response for a serious problem and it is right now only a proposal. We urge all to think about
the problem and help to fashion their honor code.
.
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for legal education,
and to
law center should have.
preclude
development
of
essential
I
dibly the NLC has evolved
wit~~~~ Ian adequate sup~ly of services. An expanded NLC
would finally offer a full selection
tudy rooms and hbrary
of facilities common to major law
group (Compare this to a music
:~~~~I without practice rooms or schools. The NLC could begin to
inch away from the unenviable
a tech center without .Ia.bs).
Professors, student orgaOlzat!OnS commuter school stigma as the
addition
of needed facilities
and student services a,re confl~ed
to office space that IS both im- inevitably increased the hours of
'
"practical' and inferior. Some law heavy building use.
One approach to this problem
"s'·'choo.lshave ' ant.ero.oms larger
ter
is to invest in the replacement of
our entire place~ent cen • .Bacon Hall with a larger, multiBacon Hatlcould
not house
use structure
with access to
would dis,own? .
another student service or faculty
. Stockton Hall on several floors .
.. prJ:e~~=~te~f art~~~~LfO~t~:~member
even .if our ABA acAlternately the plan could be to
from a simple survey of whatwe
creditation depended onit..
.
remodel Bacon Hall and admit
have and do not have as a law.The
net effect of an artificial
that the NLC cannot afford to
school, compared to what a large- ceiling on expansion is to resmct
grow.
enrollment,
commuter-oriented
the growth ,of the NLC as a center
Gordon Glaza
..
T the Editor:
Expansion of the National LaW
Center facilities should not be
regarded as an optional, ex,travagent allocation offunds. It IStrue
that the existing condition of the
NLC complex places it among law
schools about where the National
Theater ranks among theaters, or
NationalAfrport among airports.
But is the solution merely anew.
facade ver ,reriovatio.n of t.hne;;'
worn structures that even the AlA'

/<"

than

"'.",,,

take T&E II this term; take it
from a different professor who
taught
a different
first-term
curriculum from a different text;
or effectively lose most of my
Thursday and all of my Friday
evenings with my wife for the
term. (This last would
be
especially awkward because she
works at GW, and we commute
together by car). A night student,
if working days, would have even
less choice.
. " .
I don't expect to be able to take
any course I want during .the
daytime; but I am a day student,
and in' return for my full-time
tuition the law school should at a
minimum make the core courses
available during the day practically available, not just on
paper. To do otherwise frustrates

To the Editor:

As my career legal interests
have gradually focused on the
areas of property and estate
planning, my desire to get a firm
background in these subjects has"
increased
correspondingly.
Naturally, T&E I helped get me
interested.
Imagine
my surprise when, looking to take
T&E II this spring, I found a
variation of the old shell game in
the schedule. The professor who
taught my day T&E I session: first
term is teaching T&E II nights
'second.' term;' the professor
teaching. nights first term is now
teaching the daytime section. My
choices were unattractive: not to

my' reasonable expectations (take
thatl}. The abslrdity of this should
be amusing, but the stakes are
significant.
The poorer my
training is, the less marketable my
skills become. Also, it's a little
disturbing to see the general
disregard of student needs and
academic values so evident in the
general University administration
manifest itself, to any extent, here
in the law school. The outcome
for 'me was 'a decision not to take
the coursethis spring, but that's
unimportant, 'what is troubling is
that I was forced to choose at all,
I have
unable to discover
what considerations
prompted
thisarrangerrient,
but I wish the
students had come.first,
James A. Cairns
Second Year

been

-:

'~.

I·

Dear Editor:

tion) that we believed was owed to to not be too conciliatory.
us.
I wonder if the administration
In her article on February 6th,'
It was bad enough for the
expects that a sudden philanSue Bastress explained some administration to admit too many
thropic attitude will be bestowed
administration concerns in regard students thus working a hardship
Opon us with the presentation of
to improving alumni relations and on the rest of us because of over.
the degree. I would hope they
expanding fund raising with the crowding, but to then attempt to realize that mere graduation alone
alumni. If there is so much resolve it by enlarging class sizes does not bestow such benevolency
concern with improving relations not only exacerbates the problem
such a feeling is fostered
with alumni, I would suggest that of overcrowding, but it also throughout the years spent here at
improving
relations
with produces the threat of a lower
G.W.
students, before they become quality education due to the
When I receive the familiar
alumni, would solve the problem. larger class sizes. One would
mimeographed
letter, as an
At present I feel shafted by the think that this would cause 'It alumnus, asking for donations, I
NLC. I feel this way not only conciliatory
attitude
towards
will recall my memories of the
because of the present building students, however, this is not the
NCL and how' I felt shafted. I
. situation but more because the case. This "error" of admitting
wonder if the faculty in those
administration is not goingto resolveit. 75 extra students (without in- future days will then also wonder
If the NLC administration is not curring much extra cost) will
how to improve relations with
". going to do all that they can to result in over $1,000,000 in adtheir alumni. How long will it
improve the reputati?n of .the ditional funds to the NLC ove~ take before someone in the adCenter.thus helping us as the three year stay of those" . ministration
realizes that the
alumni and futurealumnic- I fail students. This windfall is received
efforts at improved relations
to see how they will expect us to. by the school without any resultshould begin now? Does the
help the NLC after our gradua- ing reduction of our upcoming
administration
not care about
tion.· What duty will we then tuition increases. This could
student opinion or is it wrong for
magically owe the school, when hardly be a move calculated to
us to want a voice in determining
the school has .not fulfilled its endear our. hearts to the alma
the future of our school?
uuty \01 education-and
reputa- meter and is certainly anincentive
Wayne Klein

TO THE EDITOR:
We are writing to express our
strong support of Professor
Susan Ross to fill a tenure-track
position at the law school. She is
one of the outstanding professors"that
we've had here. Unlikemany other faculty members, she teaches law in a
way that is both intellectually
".'; -;'..-:'~l

.,.

stimulating and practically useful.
Rather than gloss over cases or
walk us through hornbook law,
she leads students to scrutinize
cases in depth for their internal
coherence and consistency with
prior law, as well as to use these
cases to make arguments in future
practice. Her ability to do this
demonstrates a degree of prepf'

'.,;:

j,11

~:~:~·.'I

hl~'J

....(

'LJ

<'.l~~!.~

aratlon forclass tnat is itself unusual at this school.
We believe we represent a
significant portion of student
opinion.iand we strongly urge the
faculty to offer Professor Ross a
tenure-track position.
Judith Heimlich
Sol Goldman
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Community
Legal
Clinics
·
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·
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,'
By Robinwyn Le~is

assigned a supervisor who over- whether you like to represent lowsees their caseload, assists them
income people. You meet and
The Community Legal Clinics .with developing each case, and
develop enjoyable relationships
staff is requesting students intergoes with them to Court. Students
with interesting people. And,
ested in its Summer and Fall 1980 are required to attend a weekly frequently, you have the satisfaclitigation programs to submit
two-hour seminar taught by Ms. tion of knowing that you have
applications by Thursday, March
Strand which explores the sub- helped someone.
6, 1980. Applications are avail- stantive areas oflaw in which they
Students participating in the
able in Bacon 101 and should be practice and focuses on the devel- litigation program must have
handed in along with a resume.
opment
of li tigation
skills
completed 51 credits by the end of
Following the application deadthrough the use of lecture, dis- the spring 1980semesterand must
line, the Clinic staff will post an cussion, roleplaying and video- have taken Evidence, Criminal
interview schedule which will take
taping techniques.
Law, and Civil Procedure. Interplace over a two-day period on
Students interested in the litigaested students are encouraged to
March 10 and II. The final selec- tion program can enroll in either
stop by' Bacon 101 and talk to the
tion of students for the litigation
the summer or fall program.
supervising attorneys and present
program will be posted on March
Registration for the summer
student litigators if you want to
12, the day before pre-registration
program will not take place until
learn more about the program.
for students graduating in 1981.
the end of May, and details will
The Clinic's litigation program
not be available until then. Regisenrolls approximately 12 thirdtration for the fali program will
year law students each year. The take place on March 13 and 14.
students represent indigent clients Students must commit themselves
involved in civil cases before the to two semesters in the program
by Richard Boswell
Superior Court of the District of
for four credits each semester.
Columbia, the District of ColFour credits of clinical work
A new clinical program in
umbia Court of Appeals, and,
entails twenty hours of work a Immigration Law will be offered
occasionally, before the United
week. The realities of a clinic to third-year students beginning
States District Court. A pending
caseload are that some weeks this fall by the Community Legal
student practice rule may soon
involve more than twenty hours
Clinics. Pursuant to applicable
make possible a regular practice
of work, and some weeks involve regulations governing practice
before the United States District
less.
'
before the Immigration
and
Court. The litigation program
One should consider particiNaturalization
Service of the
resembles a general civil practice.
pation in the Clinics litigation
Department of Justice, third-year
Cases include domestic relations
program for a number of reasons.
law students engaged in a clinical
problems
such as divorces,
The program allows you to exper- studies program at an accredited
paternity actions,custody,
and
ience what it is like to represent
law school are allowed to represupport cases, landlord and ten- individual clients. You learn how sent persons at deportation and
ant problems, contracts suits, and 'to analyze and research real probexclusion hearings. Immigration
automobile accident cases. Under
lems and how to advise and
cases which merit further review
the local student .pracrice rule,
counsel clients. You develop liti- may. be appealed to the Board of
students can represent- clients gation and legal drafting skills Immigration Appeals, and certain
defending against actions involv- while discovering whether courtother cases may be appealed
ing substantial damages as long as room practice is for you. You directly to the United States Court
the clients are not themselves
learn negotiation skills. You are of Appeals or the U.S. District
seeking substantial affirmative
exposed to the local court system Court. In those cases which are
relief.
and meet local practitioners. You appealed to the United States
The litigation program is run
put into practice legal knowledge
Court of Appeals, the student will
by the Clinic's four supervising
you have acquired in areas such as submit a written brief and orally
attorneys - Robinwyn Lewis, civil procedure and evidence. You argue the case.
Joan Strand, Michael Zeldin, and
learn the ins and outs of legal
The Immigration Law clinic
Richard Boswell. Each student is services practice and discover
will be the only one of its kind in

J~~~~!!J~!~!./!Q~~~
run law journal about to begin its fifteenth year of publication.
Eligible students interested in participating in the continued
development of one of the foremost international law reviews are
encouraged to attend one of the Journal information meetings 10
be held on Wednesday, February 27, in Stockton, room 201, at
3:30and 7:50.
Members are selected on the basis of grades (6011/0) and a short,
closed memo (400/0). Interested students must complete a rnembership application and return it to the Journal office by March 3 .
at 5:00 p.m. so that we will have available a sufficient number of
competition packets. The membership applications will be available Monday, February 25. The competition packet consists of a
memo assignment which is identical to that required by Law
Review. These packets will be distributed on Friday, March 7,
between 12:00 noon and 6:00 p.rn. and must be returned to the
Journal office on or before Monday, March 17, at 5:00 p.m.
We encourage all students interested in participating on a law
journal to apply for membership. The desire to specialize in
international law is certainly not a prerequisite. The coming year
will be an exciting one, and we hope that you can be a part of it.

New Immigration Clinic

New SBA Meets Dean
by Carlos Del Valle
Last Friday, Carlos Del Valle
(President),
Kimberly Bloodworth (Vice-President, Day) and
Michael Ginsburg
(appointed
Vice-President for Student Affairs) met with Dean Barron to
outline their plans for the rest of
the year.
Bloodworth announced that
she will be holding an Academic
Advising Program the first week
before spring break. Professors
specializing in different areas
(Commercial, Corporate, Tax,
Labor and International Law)
will address the students regarding suggested course to take in the
fall and spring. Registration for
first and second year students will
be taking place the first week
after spring vacation.
Furthermore, she is also organizing a Presidential Forum where
representatives from the different
Presidential campaigns, if not the
candidates themselves, will present their views and platform.
One night will be for Democratic
candidates
and another
for
Republican candidates.
Ginsburg will be coordinating
the social activities organized by
the SBA. He announced that the

beer blasts will be resuming in a
couple of weeks. He also an:
nounced that the SBA will be
organizing a school picnic-party
to be held just before spring break
at a nearby park, possibly to be
followed by a party that night.
Finally, as an end of the semester
treat, the SBA is planning to rent
a boat for a Thank God It's Over
party on the Potomac.
Del Valle told the Dean that he
had asked BobWoodward to be a
guest speaker here at the law
school but that he had not answered yet. He also petitioned the
Dean for a grievance box and student bulletin boards in the coffee
room. Finally, he expressed his.
desire to have the Administration
support the idea of a new building
for the law school. He suggested, for
example, that the building being
built in the Red Lion Row area be
used to house the new law school
instead of for commercial leasing
purposes. Dean Barron contended
that it would be almost impossible
to engage in a fundraiser to get
the $25 million in capital needed
for the new law school. Furthermore, the commercial leasing of
the Red Lion Row area was
needed to keep the school in black
since the School does not have a

substantial
endowment. Given
these limitations, expansion and
renovation was preferable to
nothing, Del Valle thought that at
least the financial commitment to
expansion should be increased.
Acknowledging differences of
views as to the possibility of
building a new law school, the
students and the Dean agreed to
work together in resolving the
other needs facing the law students. All three oSBAstudents felt
the meeting had been very open
and productive.

the District of Columbia. Antioch
and Georgetown law schools
formerly had clinical programs in
immigration law, but these programs are no longer in existnece.
The new program will be under
the direction of Joan Strand and
Richard
BosweIl, supervising
attorneys,' in the Community
Legal Clinics. Joan Strand has
been with the National Law
Center for the past two years and
is an experienced trial attorney.
Mr. BosweIl began working with
the Clinic in December of 1979
and is experienced in the field of
immigration law. The creation of
this program has drawn extensive
support from the local immigration bar, some of whose
members will be offering assistance in an advisory capacity.
It is anticipated
that two
students ,,:ilI be selected for the

summer of 1980, and that approximately seven students will be
selected for the fall and spring
programs. The immigration clinic
will conduct regular seminars to
supplement the "in practice"
program. These seminars will be
taught by Joan Strand and Richard Boswell with guest lectures by
local members of the immigration
bar. This clinical program, while
requiring the student to enroll for
three or four credits, will give the
student an opportunity to gain
substantial trial type experience,
argue cases before the Board of
Immigration Appeals, and the
U.S. Court of Appeals and assist
in the preparation of cases for the
U.S. District Court. Interested
students should contact Richard
Boswell at the Community Legal
Clinic at Bacon HallRoom 101.

Senator Inouye to Speak
Phi Delta Phi' would' like to
invite all interested students to an
evening with Senator Daniel
Inouye of Hawaii.
Senator
Inouye, a 1952 graduate of G. W.
Law School, and a Phi Delta Phi,
will speak to the student body on
Thursday, March 6. The talk is
scheduled for 8:00 p.m. in room
101, Stockton Hall. The Student
Bar Association is subsidizing the
reception following in Bacon
Lounge.
All members of Phi Delta Phi
are asked to attend the elections
meeting on Wednesday, February
27. It will be at 4:00 p.m, in room
203.
Phi Delta Phi has been active
again this spring, sponsoring a
faculty - student happy hour in

January, and a discussion with
Professor William' Mallison on
the Iranian situation.
The .Spring
Initiation took
place on February 21. Participants in the ceremony included
G.W. professors David Sharpe
and David Weaver, Province
President Baker Smith, and
Province V.P. Lori-Nan Kaye.
Mr. Jacob Stein, a distinguished
member of the D.C. Bar was the
Honorary Initiate. Phi Delta Phi
membership. in John MarshaIl
Inn at G.W. has increased over
this active year from 25 in fall,
1979, to a present membership of
65. All students interested in
joining are encouraged to attend
future events.

Another Library Loss
tribution has been her easy-going .with reference questions. We wish.
Anne Johnson, who has been
Reference Assistant at the Law
manner, frequent smile, and great her nothing but the best in the
Library since November, 1978, success in helping library patrons
future.
will soon leave the Law Center for
greener pastures.
Anne, who has accepted a
position as Assistant Librarian at
Squire, Sanders and Dempsey, willleaveG.W. on February 14.
During her stay at G.W., A.J.
All gay male and lesbian law law students Sunday March 2 at
has done a great deal to improve
students in the day and evening 5:00 PM. For more information
operations
of
the
divisions are invited to attend an call Paul at 387-7489, evenings
Reference/Reserve
desk.
informal dinner with fellow gay after 9:00PM.
However,
her greatest
con-

Gay Law Students to Meet
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GWUSA Candidates

Doug Atwell

manding respect from the Trustees, when they have yet to gain
Our present student govern- the respect from us, the students.
ment leadership has been trying to
We must involve the students as
deal with the Administration, but· much as possible in the governthey claim they are not being lis- mental process. Give the student
tened to. They regroup, talk, and
the final say. I propose to create a
try again with the same results.
totally new budget system whereWhat goes wrong? What goes by the GWUSA budget is placed
wrong is that they regroup with on a ballot for the students to
each other not the student body,
accept or reject. The student body
What is w;ong is that they are de~ may reject a single line item or the

whole thing. In which case the student crisis center? A Place
GWUSA Senate must then re- where students could call or walk
create an acceptable budget.
in 24 hours a day.for any ~eason
GWUSA should start now, and from loneliness to mformatlon on
look into the needs on this the Marvin Center. These are a
campus for new and better stu- few samples of. what could. be
dent services. One possibility is a done to give the students theirchild-care center. This center not moneY's.worth...
only would be a great service to
Speaking of givmg the students
students with children, but would their money's w.orth, how about
function as a training center for the Senate meeting or any other
education students. What about a meeting for that matter. Why are

Jon Katz

graduate, professional and' undergraduate-unite
. to support
The
George
Washington
G.W.U.S.A. I am running for
University Student Association is President because my experiences
the student voice that is recog- and successes in student governnized by the Administration in ment would make me the most
matters such as parking, univer- effective G.W.U.S.A. President
sity planning and budgeting, and
the organization has ever had.
the use of University facilities. As
For instance, as Executive Viceevents this year have demon- President I initiated the first timestrated, law students have a great based computerized carpool plan
stake in all of these matters. The ever implemented at an American
University's attempt to raze Red university. We have already
Lion Row, the refusal to build a bought the program for the sysnew law school building and the tern, which will be in operation
continuing parking problem wiIl next year.
only be overcome if all studentsBy effecting an alliance with

Ross Moskowitz
I am running for President of
the George Washington University Student Association. This
association represents all the students in all parts of the University. As law students, your voices
must be heard, your problems
dealt with. Allow me to use this
space to make my position on
some issues relevant to you.
The Physical Plant facilities of
the law school leave much to be

the local Advisory Neighborhood
Commission and through student
lobbying power, I helped to force
the University to provide for student-oriented
retail
establishments in the office building planned to be erected on Red Lion
Row. I intend to hold the University to this commitment.
In order to alleviate the tremendous parking congestion, I will
work to transfer staff parking to
the University's Kennedy Center
lot in order to open more spaces
on campus to students, who generally live on tighter schedules
than the' staff does. I am also

desired. These facilities need to
President, I would encourage the
be, at the very least, renovated, if . administration to wholeheartedly
not replaced. The problem arises
undertake a fund raising drive for
here about where-the funds for
a law school renovation project.
such a project could be obtained.
The biggest worry of the majIn the past when the University
ority of law students is what job
undertook development projects,
opportunities will be available
such as the Law Library and the
after completion of their legal
Marvin Center, they conducted
studies. For this reason the Placevery successful fund-raising camment Office was created. The Stupaigns. This method, practiced
dent Bar Association (SBA) has
successfully in the past, could be
suggested that this office needs to
used to obtain funds to improve
be reorganized to better serve the
your facilities. As G.W.U.S.A.
students. As G.W.U.S.A. Presi-

committed to holding down the
University's profit rate on its
parking lots.
Finally, I have been pushing
Vice-President
and Treasurer
Diehl to begin planning for a new
school building as provided by the
University's own Master Plan.
That Plan states that among the
next buildings to be built by the
University is an additional Law
Center building between 20th and
21st streets on H Street. Law Center students contribute too much
money to this University to deserve only a few renovations and
extensions of existing facilities. I

these meetings held late at night
when most of the students have
left campus. Has this been done
to meet the needs of the Senators?
This is not the action of a government serving the students, or of a
government trying to involve the
students.
On the contrary, the biggest
issue here today is the student
government itself. Has it lost
C
. d

ontmue onpagenine
will continue to work for the
construction of a new building for
the L~WCenter, as well as for the
comp etio~ of the existing plans
for refurbishment of the present
facilities.
The Student AssociationwiII be
only 4 years old next year. In
those four years, we have become
an active force to change at this
University. I am looking forward
to working with Carlos Del Valle,
Kim Bloodworth and the entire
S.B.A. in order to finally effect
the necessary changes. Help keep
our progress alive.

dent, I would put my offices at
As leader of the Student body, I
the disposal of the proper SBA will use the knowledge and rescommittee to investigate what
pect I have gained in my years at
types of placement offices work
OW to· organize a Student Assoat other Universities. This is the ciation that will work for all the
relationship I envision creating
students. Do not forfeit your
between the Student Association
right to participate in the selection
and the several schools of the of student representatives. The
University. I do not intend to problems which face you today
attempt to exert any type of direct . will need to be addressed tomorauthority over organizations such row. The students need a Presias SBA. Rather I would hope to dent who will not only work for
create a functional
working
the moment, but also see info the
relationship.
future.
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Supreme Court Reconsidering Closure Order
by William Schladt

York Times has suggested that
defense counsel noting that
The Supreme Court heard oral Justice Harry A. Blackman's
spectators tended to distract the
arguments jn, a case which should dissent in Gannet at one point
jury.
reexamine and Clarify the contro- comprised the majority opinion.
The Circuit Court later in the
versial
decision
reached
in Powell apparently switched sides same day permitted the RichGannett v, DePasquale. 99 S. Ct. at the last minute leaving Stewart
mond Newspapers to intervene in
2898 (1979), last
Tuesday,. to speak for the majority.
the case to challenge the closure
February the nineteenth. Rich- ,While l lth hour changes have order. The Circuit Court then
mond Newspapers, Inc. is ap- been known to occur in the past,
rejected all the arguments and
pealing a ruling by the Virginia switches usually leave the losing
refused to reopen the trial. On
Supreme Court that relied on the justices frustrated. The sensitive appeal to the Virginia Supreme
U.S. Supreme Court decision to issues involved in the Gannett
Court, the court denied relief
Gannett to uphold a closure order case may have contributed to one citing without comment Gannett
by Virginia Circuit Court Judge of the most disturbing aspects of Co., Inc. v. Deleasquale:
Richard H.C. Taylor barring the the case-the inclination of the
The Supreme Court may now
public and' the press from the two justices to offer explantions of the clarify the two fundamental
day murder. trial of John Paul decision in out-of-court com- difficulties of the Gannett case.
Stevenson held on September II ments.
First, the Court will have the
and 12,1978.
Burger in a press conference a opportunity to determine how the
The Richmond
Newspapers few weeks after the case reaf- rule established the Gannett
case is one of a large number of firmed his view that the case was applies to the trial as opposed to a
recent efforts by trial courts to limited to pretrial suppression
pretrial hearing. Second, the
keep 'the press out of the court- hearings.
.
Court will be able to determine
room. Since the decision in
Later, Blackman in a comment
the elements required to bar the
Gannett, trial courts have taken to a group of federal judges from press and the public from the
full advantage of the scope of South Dakota flatly declared that judicial process. Whether the.
authority offered by this Supreme the chief justice was mistaken. He Court chooses to exercise its
Court opinion to bar the press said, "despite what my colleague, power to answer these questions
from court proceedings.
the chief justice, has said, the case depends on the predilection of the
The key issue in controversy in authorizes the closing of full' Court and the adequacy of the
the opinion, byeMr,
Justice trials."
.'..
advocacy.
Stewart in .the Gannett case is the
Powell stated to a convention
Lawrence Tribe argues the case
right of the press and the public to of lawyers that it may be a ','a bit for
petitioner.
Richmond
attend all steps in the process of a premature" to cast the majority
Newspapers.
Inc.,
in the
criminal proceeding. The Court
ruling
too broadly.., Justice ,inimitable style expected of one of
denied this right in these words: Brennan Indicated his continuing
his personage. Citing Kafka and
"The
Constitution.«. nowhere', opposition, to the ruling ,il.l a Dostoevsky, Tribe asserts that the
mentions any right of. access. to a;, speech at Rutgers University.'
. right of access to a trial is both a
criminal trial on thepart of.the.«.
Justice Stevens, who had traditional
and constitutional
public: its guarantee; like the,' declined to write an opinion in the guarantee. Only a right to attend
others enumerated, is.personal to 'case, offered the most complete and observe
criminal
trials
the accused."
explanation of the meaning and assures the rights which the First
From the day thedecision was application of Gannett in a speech ,Amen4ment protects. i'.,,, c, '
handed down in July of 1979, at the University of Arizona Law
Tribe: joins Chief Justice
controversy had raged over the School. Discounting the fear that Burger in asserting that Gannett is
implications of Gannett. The case trial courts would engage in limited to the pretrial suppression .
has been chastized, by' the press routine closure, Stevens reiterated hearing. Tribe further asserts that
and legal commliriltY:~.asoverhis view that the Court is not the dicta expressed by Justice
stepping the bound$~'br First
engaging in a process of with- Stewart denying ap enforceable
Amendment rights. .~
drawing previously protected
right of the press and public to
American Civil Liberties Union
speech, but, rather the .Court is attend and observe criminal trials
staff counsel George Kannar
simply refusing to extend the ,should not be controlling since
~~~G~~~~~th~
ri~ts~~~~~'~~~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
the decision "would have let the special privilege,s. In a clear
Nixon administration accept a reference to the American Civil
guilty plea from the Watergate
Liberties Union, Stevens scorned
burglary .from behind' closed
"prophets of doom" who "argue
doors."
that the Watergate scandal would
Jack .Landau,
executive
never have been exposed if
director of. the Reporter's ComGannett and other cases had been
"
mittee for Freedom of Press,
decided a few years ago."
.
.
denounced the Court for imThe argument "has no merit,"
. plementing "judicial censorship
Steve~ssaid. "There~sn?reason
I'.
',.
of the rankest kind ... the First
to believe that any tnal Judge or
Amendment does not give to the
any prosecutor would have acted.....
judiciary the. power to decide
any differently than he did had he
~
what is newsworthy in their
forseen Gannett or any other
',courts." ,
opinions that had been so severely I
There are indications that the
criticized in the recent past."
'
Court itself was not comfortable
In light of the highly confused
with the decision. Four of the five
status of the Gannett case, the
justices in the majority felt ,?ppo.rtunity presented to the court
compelled to write separate
m.R~c~mond N~wspaper, .Jnc: v,
opinions.
Virginia to. clanfy and possibly
Chief Justice Warran E. Burger
limit the trial court's freedom to
emphasized that the decisioll is grantmoti~llsfordosureshould
limited on its facts to apply only
be well received.
to pretrail suppression hearings.
The facts in the Richmond
Justice Rehnquist wrote that
~ewspapers
c.ase seem parjudges were free to close a trial
tlcularlr well SUitedtOJhea~com- ,
without
the requirement
of
modation
process
that the
~~~:;~i~e t~:t, a~~e::ng;O\!~~:
~~~~::;:~our:fre~~~::i~~~~~~i
"
. .

Committee for Freedom' of the
Press.
In September 1979, in Westminister, Md., a judge ordered
.the public and the press out of a
rape case because the defendant
claimed he was embarrassed to
face his victim with other people
watching.
In Oakland, Calif., a judge
closed a murder trial at the
request of defense counsel and
over the objections of the
prosecutor and the press. The
judge said that Gannett required
closure.
Considering the wide spectrum

there are means of assuring the
rights to a fair trial not so drastic
as closure.

The respondent represented by
the Attorney General J. Marshall
Coleman for the Commonwealth
of Virginia, asserts that neither
the First Amendment nor the
Sixth Amendment have ever been
construed to establish that the
public and the press have a right
of access to a trial. The strong
point for Virginia lies within the
clear language of Gannett which
states: "members of the public,
have no constitutional right under
the Sixth
and
Fourteenth
Amendment to attend criminal of opinion' within the Supreme
Court on the issues of divergent
trials."
free press-fair
trial rights, it
There is no doubt that the seems certain that the Court will
.Suprerne Court must set out some not easily resolve the case of
limits to the prescription for the Richmond Newspapers, Inc. v.
use. of the closure found in Virginia. Whatever the outcome,
Gannett; In over 70 cases since the decision will generate a new
the decision of Gannett last July, round of debates on the conefforts have been made to exclude flicting interests and tensions
between First and Sixth Amendthe public from the courtroom
ment rights.
according
to' the Reporters
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prejudice. Justice Powell exstandard. When defense c?unsel
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olute Powell advocated the use
there was any pOSSibilIty of
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SBA Honor Code ••

REPORT OF THE SBA COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS
FOR ACADEMIC HONESTY
I. INTRODUCTION
By resolution
dated
September
10, 1979, the SBA established and authorized this Committee to make an inquiry into the law school's existing rules
of conduct and disciplinary procedures
relating to academic dishonesty and, further, to determine whether any action
need be taken to improve existing rules
and procedures. The Committee's inquiry
has been conducted in cooperation with
the administration and facuIty. The Committee has met with Deans Barron and
Potts and with Harold Bright, Provost of
the University. In addition, the Committee has met on several occasions with
Professor John Cibinic, Jr., who has
served as a facuIty advisor to the Committee. The purpose for these meetings
has been to gain administration and
faculty input into the adequacy of existing rules and procedures and to solicit
suggestions for improvement of them.
Moreover, the Committee has undertaken to learn of rules and procedures
employed by other law schools. To this
end, the Committee, by letter dated October 18, 1979, requested from deans of 17
national law schools copies of regulations
pertaining to academic dishonesty and
comments as to their effectiveness.
Having reviewed the existing rules and
procedures and the copies of regulations
submitted by the various other law
schools, the Committee believes that it is
now able to report its findings and make
its recommendations.

II. FINDINGS
At the present time,law school rules of
conduct and disciplinary procedures
dealing with academic dishonesty are
those applicable to the University as a
whole. The general University regulations
are set forth in "The George Washington
University Policy on Academic Dishonesty" ["University Policy"], attached
hereto as Appendix B. Inasmuch as the
University regulations are neither disseminated to students nor publicized by
any other means, it is safe to assume that
the University Policy is not familiar to
nor understood by the law school student
body. To date, the only publication of the
fact of existence of University regulations
is set forth in the Natonal Law Center
Bulletin, at page 42, wherein it is stated:
The University community, to fulfill its
purposes, must establish and maintain
guidelines of academic behavior. All
members of the community are expected to exhibit honesty and competence in their academic work. Incoming
students have a special responsibility to
acquaint themselves with, and make
use of, all proper procedures for doing
research, writing papers, and taking
examinations.
Members of the community will be
presumed to be familiar with the
proper academic procedures and held
responsible for applying them. Deliberate failure to act' in accordance with
such procedures will be considered academic dishonesty. Acts of academic
dishonesty are a legal, moral, and intellectual offense against the community
and will be prosecuted through the
proper university channels.
Copies of the University policy on
academic dishonesty can be obtained
from the following offices: all department chairmen, all academic deans,
and the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
While

conceding

that'

this:

board"

statement puts students on notice as to the
existence of regulations and places on students. the burden of becoming familiar
with them, the Committee firmly believes
that this shorthand treatment of the
.subject is wholly inadequate,as a practical matter, for enhancing the desired
goal of preventing academic dishonesty.
Only through a more effective publication effort will the student body become
familiar with the University Policy. And,
a fortiori, as the student body becomes
more familiar with the University Policy,
observance and compliance with that
policy can be expected to increase.
The University Policy serves four
essential functions: (I) it condemns
academic dishonesty and calls for all
members of the University community to
ensure that acts of academic dishonesty
are prevented and punished; (2) it
exemplifies the kinds of acts which constitute academic dishonesty; (3) it provides
for procedures to deal with reported acts
of academic dishonesty; and (4) it provides for' procedural rights and safeguards to persons accused of academic
dishonesty. In meeting these essential
functions, the University Policy coincides
with the regulations implemented and
submitted by law schools responding to
our [etter of request.
The Airst four paragraphs of the
University Policy clearly set forth the
University's position vis-a-vis academic
dishonesty. Moreover, it advises that all
members of the University community
have a responsibility to prevent acts of
academic dishonesty. (Emphasis added.)
The Committee believes that at the present time no members of the law school
community, including the administration,
the faculty and the student body, are
faithfully discharging their responsibilities. Thus, the administration, which
fails to adequately make known the
University Policy, breaches its responsibility; facuIty members who neglect to
advise students in class of the University
Policy and who do not proctor their own
exams breach their responsibility; students who witness acts of academic dishonesty but who fail to report such acts
breach their responsibility.
The University Policy sets forth four
examples of academically dishonest
behavior, including: (1) plagiarism; (2)
copying from another student's examination; (3) submitting work that was prepared in advance for an in-class examination; and (4) representing purchased
material as one's own work. In addition
to these examples, the Committee believes
there are several other kinds of misbehavior equally intolerable which need to
be addressed by the law school.
Procedures for dealing with acts of academic dishonesty can be summarized as
follows. FacuIty members who discover
or have brought to their attention 'instances of apparent academic dishonesty
are required to invoke one or more delineated sanctions ranging from giving a
zero for the work product to expelling the
student from the University. Unless the
student, facuIty member and the Dean
agree to the nature of the charges and the
sanction(s) to be imposed any non-concurring party may seek a hearing before
the Dean's Council, a standing body in
the law school having jurisdiction over a
number of matters and comprised of 9
faculty members. Any party which then
disagrees with the Dean's Council findings may appeal to the Board of Trustees.
The Committee believes existing procedures are flawed in several material respects. First, the procedures provide but a
general framework by which an incident
of academic dishonesty is to be disposed.
The Committee believes that more definitive guidelines need to be adopted to
ensure fairness. Second, under the current University Policy, in cases where a

facuIty member refuses, for one reason or
another, to prosecute an action, there is
no delineated means by which a witness to
an apparent academically dishonest act
can seek redress. The Committee believes
that in those instances, a witness should
be able to present the matter himself to
the proper authority. Third, the Dean's
Council, which in basic terms, acts as a
fact-finding body is without student
representation. The Committee believes
that in light of the tri-partite responsibilities to ensure compliance with the University Policy, the fact-finding body' should
include studenis. Fourth, aIthough the
University Policy provides that students
accused of wrongdoing are to be in. formed of the availability of the "Statement of Student Rights and Responsibilities" and are entitled to exercise their procedural rights in conjunction with hearings before the Dean's Council and the
Board of Trustees, the Committee believes that further steps need to be taken
to ensure procedural fairness. Accordingly, a student accused of wrongdoing
should be advised of his procedural rights
at the earliest opportune time and should
be afforded his rights at the, same point in
time.
Of great significance, the University
Policy clearly permits the various divisions and schools within the University to
promulgate
supplemental
regulations
which do not conflict with the general
University Policy. Accordingly, the last
paragraph of the University Policy states:
All departmental chairpersons are held
responsible for their faculty members'
knowledge and application of the foregoing statement. Chairpersons are also
required to develop and to publicize to
their students and faculty a set of
departmental guidelines for academic
competence and honesty appropriate to
their discipline. Different schools and
divisions are also free to develop sup. plemental guidelines' in conformity
with this University policy.
The recommendations set forth below do,
in the Committee's opinion,comport
with the letter and the spirit of the
University Policy. However, it is to be
noted that before any of the proposed
recommendatioris can become effective,
University approval will be needed.

III. RECOMMENDATIONS
,A. ESTABLISHMENT OF
AN HONOR BOARD
The Committee recommends that an
Honor Board consisting of four facuIty
members and three student members be
established to hear cases of academic misconduct, adjudge the facts and determine
whether
wrongdoing
has occurred,
recommend sanctions to be imposed by
the dean and issue a written report to the
dean of any proceeding before it. The
Com~itt,ee earnestly believes that any
fact-finding body should consist, in part,
of members of the student body. Without
student representation, a student accused
of wrongdoing is denied the right of
having a hearing before a body which includes his own peers. Moreover it seems
entirely just and proper that the student
bod~, which has an integral role to play in
helping to prevent academic misconduct
have a role to play in the fact-finding and
punishment process. Because the faculty
has an integral role as well, the Committee believes that it also should be
represente~ on the ~onor Board. Finally,
the Committee beheves that this recommendation would not contravene the
University Policy inasmuch as that Policy
provides that appeals may be made to the
"Dean's Council (or its divisional equivalent):" The Honor Board, would,
?,C~o~~tngly, s~rve. as the law school's
, divisional equivalent."
,

B. PROMULGATION OF
SUPPLEMENTAL RULES
AND PROCEDURES

The Committee recommends that the
law school promulgate an independent
set of academic rules and disciplinary
procedures which incorporate the provisions of the University Policy and
adopt additional provisions which are
peculiarly necessary and relevant to the .
law school community. Such supplemental rules and procedures would be
embodied in the "Code of Academic
Responsibility" "Code"]. The Code
would be comprised of four parts: (1)
Prohibited Acts; (2) Responsibility for'
Enforcement; (3) Procedures; and (4)
Honor Board.
Pursuant to the "Prohibited Acts"
section
several
acts constituting
cheating would be proscribed, the commission of which wouldconsittute
violations of the Code. Further, any act
of theft, destruction or concealment of
library materials or materials of a
feUow student would constitute a violation. Finally, a catch-all provision
would be provided to apply coverage to
any deceitful act not specificaUy enumerated but which the Committee
would consider as a' violation would be
any misrepresentation on a resume.
The "Responsibility for Enforcement" section' would reaffirm the
. existing' University Policy which imposes, upon' all members of the University community, including the administration, the faculty and the student body, the obligation of reporting
and aiding in the prevention of violations of the Code.: Indeed, the Committee believes that acts of academic
misconduct will. not cease until all
parties are' willing to be responsible for
enforcement, of,the Code.
Pursuant'" to" the "Procedures"
section, a more functional and detailed
mechanism for dealing with violations
is provided. Without restating paragraph by paragraph the procedural
format, several significant aspects are
worthy of comment. First, in cases
where a faculty member refuses to prosecute an alIeged violation or where
there may be no faculty member involved, such as when there has been
theft,destruction
or concealment of
another's property, a witness to such
alIeged violation may report the incident directly to the Honor Board.
Second, the Honor Board shalI, after
holding a hearing subject to provisions
relating to procedural fairness, make a
determination as to whether, given the
facts as it finds them, a violation has
occurred. Further, the Honor Board
shall recommend a sanction which
under the circumstances it deems
appropriate. Finally, the Honor Board
shall issue a written report to the Dean
which embodies its findings and recommended sanction. The Dean shall be
bound to uphold the Honor Board's
findings unless clearly erroneous and
shalI give substantial consideration to
the Honor Board's recommended sanction.
Of course, in cases where the faculty
member goes forth with an action, the
student may agree to settlement of the
case without resort to the Honor
Board. Such informal settlement is currently provided under the University
Policy.
However, the
Code
makes it clear that the accused wrongdoer is to be apprised of his right to a
hearing before the Honor Board.
, Continued on page eight

Report and Proposal
HONOR CODE
The following is a draft Honor Code
which was approved by the SBA
Assembly on February 7, 1980. The draft
Code is the product of the SBA Committee on Standards for Academic
Honesty, formed last September by SBA
Resolution. This draft has been submitted
to the Faculty Scholarship Committee for
review. Prior to adoption by the faculty
and administration.ian all-school meeting
will be conducted in order to solicit
student input, Any written comments are
appreciated and should be submitted to
the Honor Code mailbox, 201 Bacon
Hall.
'CODE OF ACADEMIC
RESPONSIBILITY
The National Law Center
Supplemental Rules and Procedures
to the University Policy on
Academic Dishonesty
Preamble

'

The students of the National Law Center,
as future members of the legal profession"
will bear a responsibility to uphold the
highest ethical 'standards
for their
profession. Recognizing this, those who
are preparing to enter the legal profession
must be expected to exhibit the same
qualities of honesty, responsibility, and
respect for the rights or-others' that .are
demanded of members of the Bar.

It shall constitute a. violation of the
Code of Academic Responsibility (Code)
for a student to act contrary to accepted
principles of honesty jn any academic
pursuit.
'.. ...' ,
The acts enumerated below are hereby
prohibited and shall be examples of violations
of this Code subject
to
disciplinary procedures. '
.
(a) giving or securing any information
about
an examination
except
as
authorized by the examining professor;
(6) consulting or copying from books,
papers, or notes of any kind during an
examination except as authorized by the
examining professor;
(c) receiving or rendering unauthorized
assistance on an examination or other
paper offered for credit;
(d) failure to stop writing an examination when to the student's knowledge
the time aIlotted for writing the examination has elapsed;
(e) submitting plagiarized work in an
academie pursuit;
(f) submitting papers for credit that
were written in fulfillment of another
. course except as authorized by the
professor to whom the paper is being
submitted;
(g) theft, intentional destruction or
intentional concealment of any library
materials;
(h) theft or intentional destruction of
notes, books or other property of
students;
(i) any act of fraud or deception by
which the offender gains or attempts to
gain a benefit or advantage from the
school, its faculty, staff, or students;
(j) malicious prosecution-any
action
commenced under this Code in malice,
with no reasonable basis in fact or honest
belief that the charges can be sustained;
(k) any breach of the duty of confidentiality imposed by this Code. '

L Faculty
(a) Faculty members discovering or
presented with apparent violations of the '
Code shall report such incidents to the
Dean and inform the student of the
charges against him. The faculty member
shall specify the facts alleged as fully as
reasonably possible. The faculty member
shall also inform the student of his rights
as set forth in this Code and the University's "Statement of Student Rights and
Responsibilities."
(b) If the student agrees that the,
charges are accurate, the faculty member,
the student and the Dean shall sign an
agreement to this effect and the sanction
. shall be imposed by the Dean.
(c) If the student believes that the
charges are not accurate, the matter shall
be brought before the Honor Board. In
such cases the Honor Board must hold a
hearing.

3. CaIling of Hearing
(a) When any member of the Honor
Board other than the Chairman receives a
report of a violation of the Code, he shall
be 'responsible for getting a report to the
Chairman as soon as possible.
(b) Student-reported Violations
(i) In cases where a student
reports alleged violations of the Code
directly to the Honor Board, the
Chairman shall immediately consult with
the other members .of the Board to
determine whether there are sufficient
grounds for a preliminary meeting of the
Board. After consultation he shall decide,
in his discretion, whether to call a
preliminary meeting.
,
(ii) The Chairman's decision not
to call a preliminary meeting may be
overridden by any other four Board
members who wish to call a preliminary
meeting.
(iii) If
preliminary meeting of
the Board is called, and if a majority of
the members attending' such meeting
thinks there is a reasonable probability,
on the facts alleged, that a violation has
occurred, the Chairman shall notify the
alleged violator as hereinafter provided
and call a meeting for a hearing.
(iv) If the alleged violator agrees
that the charges are accurate, the Honor
Board Chairman, the alleged violator,
and the Deal shall sign an agreement to
this effect and the sanction shall be
imposed by the Dean. In such cases the
Honor Board shall not hold a hearing.
I'
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4. Rights of the Alleged Violator
(a) At all times the alleged violator
shall be afforded all of the rights
provided by Section V.B. of the University's "Statement of Student Rights and
Responsibilities. "
(b) The allege violator shall' be
entitled to counsel of his choice. A
student may choose as counsel a faculty
member or fellow student, provided that
the counsel selected is not a member or
alternate of the Honor Board. The accused may solicit the aid of the Chairman
if he desires faculty counsel.
(c) The Chairman shall turn over to
the alleged violator all the information
within the possession of the Board
relevant to the case at least three school
days before the hearing unless these rights
are waived.
.',
",
5. The Hearing
(a) The Chairman or, in his absence,
- the Acting Chairman, shall preside over
the hearing.
(b) A complete record shall be made
of the hearing.
If feasible,
the
proceedings shall be tape-recorded upon
the request of the alleged violator ,or by
direction of the Honor Board.
(c) The Board and the alleged
violator may call witnesses and may
require testimony from any member of
the law school community.
(d) The alleged violator shall have the
right to be present during the taking of all
'testimony, and the right to confront and
cross-examine all witnesses appearing
against him. Whether or not he elects to
exercise this right, he shall have the right
to have read to him a summary of the
notes or transcript, or to hear the tape
recording if one has been made. '
(e) The alleged violator may remain
silent or testify as to any matter before
the Board. At all times, the accused shall
have the right to be advised by counsel.
(f) The alleged violator's counsel
shall have the right to be present when
witnesses are heard and counsel may ask
them questions.
(g) At any time during
the
proceedings that a majority of the Honor
Board members present and voting decide
that there is no reasonable probability
that the alleged violator has committed a
violation"
the allegation
shall be
dismissed.
(h) If the allegation is dismissed, all
records, notes and tapes of the charges
and proceedings shall be destroyed.

a

II. Responsibility for Enforcement

(c) Immediately upon the decision to
hold a hearing, the Chairman shall
deliver
a "Notice
of Violation
Allegation" and a copy of this Code to
the alleged violator by the most expeditious means reasonably possible. In
filling out the Notice of Violation
Allegation, the Chairrnan shaIl specify
the facts alleged as fuIly as reasonably
possible.
(d) Honor, Board hearings shall be
held as soon as possible, but no sooner
than five school days after notice has
been given to the alleged violator, except
with the agreement of the alleged
violator.
(e) The Chairman shall inform the
alleged violator of his rights as set forth
in this Code and the University's "Statement of Student Rights and Responsibilities. "

III. Procedures

2. Students
(a) When any student has reason to
believe that a violation of the Code has
occurred, and sincerely believes he or she
can substantiate the claim, that person
shall report the incident to the faculty
member with whose course the alleged
violation was connected. The faculty
member shall act in accordance with the
procedures set forth in section 1 above.
(b) If the alleged violation was not
connected with any course, the student
shall report the incident to the Honor
Board.
,
(c) If, after a reasonable time, a
faculty member refuses to report a
student's allegation to the Honor Board,
the student may report the incident to the
Board.
(d) When a student reports an incident directly to the Honor Board, the
Board shall report the allegation to the
Dean.

I. Prohibited Acts

All members of the law school community, students and faculty alike, have a
responsibility to report any known or.

suspected violation of' this Code to a
member, of the faculty or the Honor
Board. Failure on the part of each person
at the Law Center to assume responsibility for enforcement of the Code will
render it ineffectual.

'~

6. Finding's and Report
(a) If the allegation is not dismissed
in accordance with section 5(g) above, the
Board shall make findings of fact. Facts
to be relied upon in finding a violation
must be found by a two-thirds majority
of those voting. The standard to be
applied by the Board in finding facts shall
be, conviction beyond a reasonabl!= .doubt
.,.
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that the facts occurred.
(b) The facts found under paragraph
(a) shall constitute a violation only if so
determined by a two-thirds majority of
those voting.
(c) If the Board determines that a
violation has occurred, it shall decide,
by a simple majority of those voting, upon
a recommendation of the sanction to be
imposed. The Board may recommend a
sanction that is appropriate, given the
nature of the violation that has occurred.
(d) As soon as the Board's action
fails to determine a violation, or the
Board has made a determination of
violation and decision on the sanction to
be recommended, the Chairman shall
notify the accused in writing.
(e) The Chairman shall appoint a
subcommittee to draft a report which
shall consist of (i) findings of fact and (ii)
. the determination on violation and the
recommendation on sanction, together
with reasons. At a time specified by the
Chairman, if possible not more than three
days after agreement on the sanction, a
meeting shall be held to consider the draft
report. A two-thirds majority of those
voting shall be necessary for adoption of
those parts of the report that deal with
findings of fact and violation; a simple
majority of those voting shall be
necessary for the adoption of that part of
the report that deals with sanction. Those
wishing to write separate opinions shall
submit them to the Chairman for incorporation into the report. The names of
the individual Board members shall not
appear in or with the opinions.
(f) Whenever the Honor Board has
found a violation of this Code, the
Chairman shall transmit to the Dean, to
the violator and to his counsel the report
prepared in accordance with paragraph
(e), together with a notation of the
number of Board members present and
voting and the number of members voting
for and against the findings of fact, the
determination of violation and the recommendation on sanction.
(g) When the student is found innocent of the charges, the report of the
Honor Board shall be destroyed after the
Dean has reviewed it. When the Board
finds that a violation has occurred, the
report of the Board shaIl be preserved,
but kept confidential.
7. Confidentiality
(a) AH proceedings shall be confidential unless the alleged violator elects
otherwise.
(b) Regardless of the .Iindings of the
Honor Board, the name of the accused
shaIl remain confidential.
(c) When the student is found innocent of the charges, all records of the
charges and the proceedings shall be
destroyed. When the Board finds that a
violation has occurred, and after appeals
have been exhausted, the Board shall
publicly report on the matter of which
they have disposed, so long as such
reports are designed to maintain the
anonymity of offenders and alleged
offenders.
8. Quorum
The Honor Board shall establish, by
by-laws, .the number which shall constitute a quorum of the Board" provided
that quorum shall consist of at least five
members.

a

9. Voting Qualifications
(a) No member of the Honor Board
who has not been present during the
presentation of all the testin'lony shall
vote on findings of fact, vio{ation or
sanction.
Continued on page eight
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the student body as to the existence of
law school rules and procedures and
the need to report any academically dishonest activity.

The Committee believes that on
balance the proposed
procedural
form
corrects the procedural flaws
mentioned in its Findings herein above.
Moreover, the Committee believes that
adoption of the 'proposed procedures
will not in any way vitiate the requirements of the University Policy.

D. SOLICITATION
COMMENTS

The Committee recommends that
hearings be conducted to provide interested members of the law school community an opportunity to express their
views as to the efficacy of the proposed
recommendations. This Report has
been intended to open dialogue on a
matter of great importance to the entire
law school. By no means should
dialogue cease prior to action on these'
recommendations without a full and
fair airing of all views.

C. MEASURES
NECESSARY TO ENSURE PREVENTION OF ACADEMIC
DISHONESTY.

I

OF

The Committee strongly recommends to the administration that the
following actions be taken to reduce
the incentive to commit academic dishonesty. First, the Code should be
IV. CONCLUSION
extensively publicized through various
means, including dissemination to all
The Committee believes that it has
given careful consideration to existing
students at the beginning of the acadelaw school rules and procedures relatmic year and posting in the law school.
ing<to academic dishonesty and that its
Second, faculty members should be
recommendations
will substantially
strongly encouraged to warn students
in class of the administration's policy": . improve those rules and procedures.
to respect to' academic dishonesty.
Accordingly, the Committee is hopeful
Third, facuity members should be
that the SBA will concur in the Comstrongly encouraged to proctor their
mittee's recommendations and present
them to the administration, faculty and
own exams. Fourth, the number of
student body.
proctors should be increased within
each examination room in accordance
with the number necessary, to put
STEVEN BLAIR
students on notice that they are effecGARY MICHAELS'
tively being observed.
MARYHILL
The Committee strongly recomMEMBERS OF THE SBA
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS
mends to the SBA that it take whatever
FOR ACADEMIC HONESTY
actions it deems necessary to educate

Continued/rom
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(b) If a member of the Honor Board
is accused of a violation, he shall not be
allowed to participate as a member of the
Board in the matter.
(c) A member of the Board who has
witnessed the alleged violation shall be
disqualified from voting in the case.
, (d) A member of the Board may
disqualify himself at his discretion; he
should do so, however, only when he
believes, in good faith, he is incapable of
making an objective judgment in the case.

II. Appeal
A student found to have violated the
Code, or a faculty member discovering or
presented with apparent violations of the
Code may appeal further to the Board of
Trustees, through the Office of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.
IV. The Honor Board

(a) For the purpose of acting in
matters governed by this Code and the
University
Policy
on
Academic
Dishonesty, the Honor Board shall be
considered the "divisional equivalent" of
10. Review of the Honor Board.
the Dean's Council.
(a) The Chairman of the Honor
(b) The Honor Board (Board) shall
Board' or a representative of the Board
consist of seven members: four members
shall present the Board's report to the
of the law school faculty and three
Dean for review.
'
members ofthelaw school student body.
(b) The Honor Board's findings of
(c) The entire faculty shall elect the
fact shall be conclusive unless clearly
faculty members to serve on. the Board
erroneous.
and an additional two members to serve
(c) The Honor' Board's determias faculty alternates.
nation as to whether the conduct con(d) The student body shall elect the
stitutes a violation shall be conclusive
students to serve on the Board, and an
unless clearly erroneous.
additional two students' to serve as
(d) The Dean has' authority to
student alternates. Election of student
impose any sanction, but he shall give
members shall be conducted in acsubstantial consideration to the Honor
cordance with"the -,Student Bar Asso'Board's recommendation.
, 'datioii~s electidnfides':
(e) Prior to the Dean's review of the
, 'te) 'Alternates shall sit,in at meetings or
Honor Board's report, a student found
hearings held by the Board, and shall vote
by the Board to have violated the Code
and take part in deliberations only in the
shall have the right to submit a statement
absence or ineligibility of a Board
to the Dean giving any reasons why the
member or members.
findings of the Board are in error or the
(1) The members of the Honor Board
sanction recommended by the Board is
shall; elect 'a Chairman from among
inappropriate.
{
ttt~~elyes::.
.

Career Day
The Washington, D.C. law
schools have combined resources
and have designed an innovative
,program to bring together. employers and students from each of
the law schools to explore public
service career opportunities.
The program of public service
career opportunities will take
place on Thursday; March 6 from
9:30 to 3:30 at the George Wash-

ington University Marvin Center,
800 21st Street,}l.W. Representatives from over 30public service
organizations, agencies, and law
firms will have the opportunity to
participate
in formal
panel
presentations
and informal
discussions with law students
interested in learning about legal
career
options.
Interviewing
facilities will be available for

Feminist Lecture

WANTED'

Charlotte Bunch, a feminist
The D;C. Women's Law.Coawriter and political theorist of lition, founded in 1976, is an
national prominence, will give a umbrella or~nization of womlecture at Georgetown University en's groups from D.C. area law
Law Center on Thursday Marcy schools. In the past, they have
13, 1980, at 8 p.m. The topic of sponsored workshops and speathe lecture, sponsored by the D.C. kers on various issues concerning
Women's
Law Coalition,
is the law's impact on women.
"Feminism and the 1980 PresiFor more information on the
dential Election." The lecture is Bunch lecture or regarding the
free and all interested are invited Coalition, call Rita Barmann at
to attend.
659-4059.
,
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individual interviews.
Panelists
from government
agencies; public interest groups,
and legal services organizations
from across the country will
discuss their, types of practice,
what' employers are seeking' in
prospective
applicants,
job
.market trends and varieties of
career opportunities. Panels will
be presented from 10:00-11:00,

~

.". ,"

LEGAL TYPING/:
,TRAN~CRIPTION '7""REPETITIVE LETTERS
/DOCUMENTS
Mag' card/correctlngselectr!c.
Harvard/Blue book style,' Deadlines met. Inexpensive rates, Large & Small projects,
Call Cindy Potter 931·7074

U of Pa law student seeks
efficiency for summer SUblet
In D.C. area. Air condo preferred. Call Sharon,(Freiman)
(215)222-5531aller 11p.m.

11:00-12:00, 1:30-2:30 and 2:303:30.
'
InterestedG. W.lawstudents
are requested to register their
desire to attend in the Placement
Office, Bacon Hall 203" prior to
Monday, March 3,1980.

EDITORIAL POSITIONS
l4.RE OPEN FOR THE
COMING YEAR

LAW STUDENTS:
MARLIN·ASSOCIATES
,Offers attractive, part-time
and temporary assignments
at many of Washington's
leading law firms.
Send resume to:
MARLIN ASSOCIATES
1712 EyeStreetN.W.
Suite 1005
Washington, D.C. 20006
or pick up a copy of our
job application in your
school's placement office.

Abunmit
THERE WILL BE A
MEETING FOR STAFF
AND ALL OTHER

.'.Need Assistance
in Writing a Resume?
Looking for Advice on Cover Letters.
and Job Interviews?
You can haye a professional resume and effective self presentationto give you the best possible chance to get the job
you want.
Professional career advice from a trained career counselor
currently a GW law student.·,,",<
",' ••
,.'.:. '
Very reasonable individual and group rates,
Call evenings
~_

.......... ' __

•

w ...........

INTERESTED PEOPLE
WED'1MARCH 5th AT
,

8:00 PM

"BACON
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It Has Been Decided.

ADOPTION - CONSENT OF
A 1TORNEYS - PAST DRUG
FATHER
USE.
Although the biological father
An attorney was entitled to
of a baby boy was entitled to be
admission to the Maryland bar
heard in opposition to adoption
despite a criminal record involvproceedings and to present his
ing possession of drugs, larceny
own qualifications for custody, of narcotics, and shoplifting
the baby's adoption could be where all such offenses were
ordered without his consent where directly related to drug addiction
the father had neither gone which began when the applicant
through an apparently valid mar- was 16 years old, the applicant
riage ceremony with the mother had been a user and not a dealer,
nor lived with the child as a and his last offense occurred
parent. The California statute more than 13 years before the
which thus withheld the power to hearing.
veto adoption from biological
Matter
of
A. To
fathers did not involve an un- (Md.App.1979), 408 A.2d 1023.
constitutional
gender-based
classification.
DRUGS - BIRTH DEFECTS
W.E.J. vs, Superior Court
A mother stated a cause of ac(CaI.App.1979), 160 Cal. Rptr,
tion against the manufacturer of a
862.
progestational
hormone
to
recover for mental and emotional
ANIMALS
POOPER
injuries allegedly sustained by her
SCOOPERLAW
after her child was born without
A "Pooper Scooper Law" was arms and legs and with other
enacted as part of the New York- severe birth defects. The father,
Public Health Law and requiring
however, had no such cause of
dog owners to remove canine
action.
waste in any public areas in cities
Vaccaro v, Squibb Corporation
with a population in excess of
(N.Y.App.Div.1979),
422
40,000 was a reasonable and
N.Y.S.2d679.
proper exercise of the police
power, did not deny equal protecUNEMPLOYMENT
COMtion, and did not infringe upon
PENSA TION
SEXUAL
the freedom of religion despite
HARASSMENT
the contention that orthodox Jews
A female applicant for unemare forbidden to pick up litter on . ployment compensation was not
the Sabbath.
.
entitled to benefits where, alSchnapp v, Lefknowitz (N.Y.
though her voluntary termination,
Tr. 11979),422 N.Y.S. 2d 798.
was prompted by repeated "sexual insinuations" and "physical

contacts" initiated by her office
manager, she failed toinform the
owner of the company of the
nature of her problem before she
resigned. Since she had not made
a reasonable attempt to stay on
the job, her employment was not
terminated for "cause of a
necessitous
and compelling
nature".
Colduvell v. Commonwealth,
Unemployment
Compensation
Board
of Review (Pa.CmwIth. 1979), 408A.2d 1207.
PRODUCTS
LIABILITY
:CHAIN SAW
Emerson Electric Company,
whose subsidiary manufactures
Poulan chain saws, has been held
liable forinjuries sustained when a
chain saw came in contact with an
unknown object, causing it to
"kickback" and strike the user's
arm. Poulan could have included
several safety features in the saw
to eliminate or lessen the risk of
kickbacks.: but did not. The
devices included a "chain brake" ,
which stopped the chain when
there was a kickback; a safety tip,
designed to prevent the tip of the
chain from coming into contact
with limbs and rocks; and a safety
chain which was designed to
reduce but did not eliminate kickback.
Perkins v. Emerson Elec. Co.
(W.O.La.), No.781285, Jan. 21,
1980 Vernon, District Judge

~..
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by Chris Brandther
David Bane

Current Decisions
Bar Examination Colorado
Rule 214 of the Colorado Rules
of Civil Procedure absolutely
limited a person's opportunity to
take the written examination for
admission
to the Bar of
Colorado.
The
Co l or ad o
Supreme Court limited applicants
to three tries and rarely granted
permission for successive attempts. The Equal Protection
Clause was violated because of
the final preclusion of opportunity for reexamination regardless of considerations of additional study, training, or development prior to any re-examination.
Younger v. Colorado State Bd.
of Bar Examiners. West Fed.
Case News Vol. 3 No.6.

Homicide - Duty to retreat
The defendant contended that
New York law created an irrational classification because it
imposed a duty to retreat on
vvictims of assault or attempted
murder but did not impose any
such duty on a victim in his dwelling or victims of kidnapping,
forcible rape, forcible sodomy,
robbery, or burglary.
The court found that the duty
to retreat was imposed on all
persons except an individual who
was in his dwelling and who was
not the aggressor or a person who
was a police officer or assisting a
police officer. The court found
that these classifications are
reasonable.
Parochial School
Washington v. Harris SONY
The First Amendment does not West Fed case News, Id.
preclude application of Title VII
to a parochial school which discharged a female unmarried
teacher when she became preg.nant, The court should consider Continued from page four
whether its rules were applied sight of its purpose? Has it looked
equally to male and female too far ahead and lost sight of the
teachers and determine whether students? Why do students feel so
. the teacher in question was indifferent about their student
discharged only because she was government? Why are we not votpregnant or because she obviously ing, not providing input? Why are
had premarital sexual intercourse all these new faces coming forward this year, and running for
in violation of the Church's
positions in GWUSA? Their bigmoral code .
Dolter v, Wahler High School gest reason is their dissatisfaction
N.D. Iowa vol. 3 no. 6 West Fed. with past leadership. You and 1
know that! We have hadenough,
Case News.
we're ready for a change.

Candidates

NOW TWO GREAT SALOONS

I

COLEMAN'S
LICENSED VINTNERS

OUR NEW MID TOWN SALOON OFFERS
IMPORTED DRAUGHT, AND A COMPLETE
MENU OF FINE FOOD - FROM BURGERS
TO LOBSTERS - AT COMFORTABLE PRICES

,

•

SANDWICHES AND COMPLETE DINNERS
SERVED UNTIL MIDNIGHT

An imsn pUB
'tRAbl'tlonal qa€ll~ €n't€RUlnl1l€n't
evenings

On Capitol Hill At
520 N. Capitol St. N.W.

COR. 20th & PENNSYLVANIA AVE N.W.
331-9430

737-3773

Irish Country Brunch served

purveyors of 'fine food & spirits
breakfast; luncheon & dinner

at both locations
Sundays-«I J a.m.-3 p.m.

-----------------------
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The Most Immoral of Them All
By Michael P. McDonald

Politically speaking the' sixties was a
disgusting decade, one which bequeathed
to an enfeebled American republic a
legacy of equally disgusting causes. A
case in point: the self-proclaimed "peace
movement."
Last seen extolling the saintly virtues of
the Vietcong-those poor, misunderstood
nationalists-and espousing the ever popular gospel of American bourgeois imperialism, you'd think that an organization
of utopian dreamers as thoroughly discredited as this one would have been laid
to ignominiuos rest long ago. But no. For
the sake of peace, peace at any price, its
adherents have shaken off the general
anomie of the seventies to proselytize
with renewed vigor on behalf of their
cause. All it took was the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan by means of
troops, tanks, and poisonous gas and our
own President's reaction in calling for...,of all things!-draft registration.
Never one to miss an occasion for denouncing aggression, American aggression, that is, peaceniks across the country
have now thrown themselves furiously
into the twin tasks of immobilizing the
country's resolve and maintaining its
present level of military unpreparedness.
Here at the National Law Center the
National Lawyers' Guild has already been
out and about dispensing tracts containing even more enriched versions of the
usual drivel it propagates. Closer to
home, in the last edition of this very
paper, Miss Barbara Samuels delivered
an impassioned plea for nuclear sanity in
the face of events she perceives as "propeIling us closer and closer to world
war."
Nostalgia buffs and in particular students of the sixties owe it to themselves to
search out and find a copy of Miss Sam-uels' article. For in addition to the nature
of her subject, "Opposing the Nuclear
Arms Race: A Moral Imperative," she
manages to succeed in recapturing the
two quintessential characteristics of the
anti-war rhetoric of those times: moral
indignation combined with a total disregard for all but the most elementary
facets of political reality. It is appropriate
therefore that Miss Samuels' opening paragraph should begin:
We are all aware that 1980 is an "election year." It is becoming increasingly
clear that we are entering a year of "election" . . . in a more fundamental sense
than is involved in the choice of a President from among a group of men whose
perspectives are so indistinguishable that
they are falling all over each other in the
scramble to see which can present the
"toughest" line on foreign policy and
social spending.
It's all there. Yes,l980 is an election
year. But is the electorate really being
asked to select its next leader from among
"a group of men whose perspectives are
. . . indistinguishable?" Ted Kennedy's
or John Anderson's views on defense
spending and welfare reform are really no
different from those of, say, Phil Crane?
No matter. At least we know where Miss
Samuels' sympathies lie. She's concenred.
She's not going to be the one to let some
tight-fisted hawk ruin "not only the quality of life in this country, but the existence
of life and civilization on this planet," no
siree.
What then is the choice Miss Samuels
believes we're called upon to make this
year? She's in a hurry to assure us that
"The choice is not one between competing capitalist and communist ideologies, as our leaders would have us
believe." No, of course not. As far as
she's concerned these ideologies are as
equally "indistinguishable" as the candidates. "Reduced to stark reality the
choice confronting us is literally a choice
between life and death, death in a nuclear

holocaust more horrible than we can even
imagine."
What's really upsetting Miss Samuels is
our country's nuclear arsenal, what we
used to call back in the unabashedly patriotic fifties our "Arsenal of Democracy." Of course you've got to remember
that those were. the days when politicians
told us that no price was too high to pay
in order to secure the liberty of the
nation. Since you seldom hear that kind
of talk anymore it's understandable that
Miss Samuels should be, well, concerned
about the stockpiling of nuclear arms.
But does she have to refer to this weaponry as "our nation's nuclear criminality?" Apparently so, in view of the naive
and rather fetishistic view of arms control
which dominates her thinking. Stated in
its most succinct form this view instructs
us that if only we could diminish the
quantity of nuclear arms, peace would
suddenly increase pari passu.
As garnishment to this doctrinal tenet
of her pacifistic faith, Miss Samuels
includes even more egregious perceptions,
half-truths and arrant absurdities most of
which are surely destined to find their
way into the Guinness Book of Cant. For
example:
By now we should have learned from'
history that the use of force and oppression leads only to dehumanizing violence-in this situation ultimately dehumanizing violence. "
By now, Miss Samuels, what we should
have learned from history is that the state
is founded upon violence' and without
violence, or the resort to threats of violence, including in this day and age,
nuclear threats, the state would perish; a
harsh but nevertheless true axiom.
I do not mean to discount the risks that
inhere in a path Of disarmament, whether
the first steps be taken unilaterally or bilaterally. But it is. a fact of human existence that there are risks.in every decision
that we make.
But the risk you speak of has already
been taken! As far back as 1967 we made
a unilateral decision that we would not
deploy more than 1054 ICBMs, on the
theory that if we stopped the Soviets
would. Today, thirteen years later, we
still have 1054 missiles while the Soviets
have augmented their force well beyond
that number. Before the invasion of
Afghanistan President Carter unilaterally
cancelled the B-1 bomber, the Trident
sub, put the MX missile program on hold
and delayed deployment of the neutron
bomb. Moreover, figures from the Statistical Abstract of the United States show
beyond all peradventure that measured
either in dollars of constant purchasing
power, or as a percentage of the GNP,
military spending has been declining for
many years. In response to these initiatives all we've seen from the Soviets has
been ever more brazen attempts to tyrannize other parts of the globe.
[Ojur nuclear "defense" policy (known
as "counter force") is an offensive first
strike capability based on the premise that
we can . . . win a nuclear war . . . The
Pentagon estimates that at least 100 million Americans will die if a nuclear war
. . . occurs yet in spite of this . . . the
military policy makers believe that we can
win a nuclear war.
The figures cited on probable American casualties are undoubtedly true. Yet
Miss Samuels fails to mention the claim
of General Altunin, Chief of Soviet Civil
Defense, confirmed by some Western
experts, that Russian casualties in the
event of nuclear war would be limited to
as few as 2ClJo of the entire Soviet population. And why shouldn't they be so
small since the Soviets maintain over
100,000 full-time employees in their civil
defense program. More importantly,
however, the notion that to strengthen
your counterforce capability, as the U.S.
has done, gives you a first strike, warwinning capability is perversely mistaken.

As explained by the Secretary of Defense
Schlesinger in 1975 the very idea of
counterforce retargeting-military
lingo
for aiming our missiles at their missiles,
airfields, and military installations-is to
prevent the risk of nuclear war by providing yet one more series of measured
responses to Soviet aggression before an
all out war can be unleashed. And if as
Miss Samuels holds true our military
policy makers really do believe that a
nuclear war can be won and indeed are so
sinister as to have it "programmed into
the computers" perhaps she wouldn't
mind explaining why for a quarter of a
century, from 1945 to 1970, when the
U.S. enjoyed an overwhelming nuclear
superiority over the Soviets these MachiaveJlian policy makers didn't decide
expatiating on her bad dreams Miss Samuels might also take the time to listen to
what the leaders of the two superpowers
are actually saying. While in office Henry
Kissinger, facing up to the horrors of
nuclear war, said "The conflict wiIl not
. admit of resolution by victory in the classical sense." Brezhnev, on the other hand,
has openly stated that "We are firmly
convinced that victory in this war would
go to the socialist system."
One can argue back and forth over the
fine points of foreign and military policy,
the dangers of Soviet expansionism and
A merican imperialism ...
What's there to argue about?! The
Soviet Union is prepared to make remarkable sacrifices at home in order to maintain its empire. It is prepared to do so in a
world that has seen the U.S. pass up
dozens of opportunities to imperialize
and walk out of 21 countries that we've
occupied in the last thirty years. Afghanistan, by the way, makes the seventeenth
nation the Soviets have swallowed up
since 1917.
Our nuclear policy (as well as that of
the Soviet Union) makes a mockery Of
law in general, and more particularly the
recognized principles of international law
which the United States has repeatedly
affirmed ...
Therein lies the first and only indictment of the Soviet Union and this for the
wrong reason. The mere possession of
nuclear weapons does not eo ipso make a
mockery of law. It is the purposes to
which they are put that determines this.
For example, during one of the Berlin
crises when Eisenhower was.President
and Krushchev was sounding as though
he reaIly intended, this time, to seize the
city was it immoral for Ike to have stated
as he did that he would defend the city by
force, "not excluding nuclear force?"
Given the fact that that was about the last
time Krushchev ever mentioned Berlin I
rather doubt it. But even if, arguendo, the
United States was violating a long list of.
international treaties and laws the plain
truth is that international lawyers have
long recognized the fact that every state
has a legal right of self-preservation
which overrides any obligation it might
have to other, states. It was precisely in
order to face up to this reality that they
evolved the doctrine that a so-caIled
clausula rebus sic stantibus was implicit
in every treaty (i.e., that the obligation of
a treaty was binding as international law

only so long as the conditions prevailing
at the conclusion of the treaty continued).
At the signing of the SALT I treaty in
1972 there xisted a "rough" symmetry
between American and Soviet forces. But
during the past eight years the balance of
power has shifted dramatically to the
Soviets. Accordingly, there is no reason
why we hsould continue to abide by the
terms of that treaty or by the terms of any
other document if to do so would threaten
our continued survival as a nation.
Miss Samuels goes on to regale her
readers with a short glimpse of the kind
of civil disobedience she practices and
urges others to adopt in order to express
their resistance to America's nuclear
policy. Growing out of an entire "week
of continuous reflection," together with
other peacemongers apparently even
more benighted than herself, she recently
"brought candles as a symbolic means of
bringing the light of peace and reconciliation into the darkness of the Pentagon
... to assert the right of the American
people to. know the truth of what goes on
inside those walls;" This, to be sure, is a
noble gesture. For if the truth were
known the public would discover that
contrary to popular opinion the Joint
Chiefs of Staff have always supported a
reduction in arms so long as the reduction
was mutual and not a unilateral reduction
on the part of the U.S.
Miss Samuels concludes by comparing
all those who do not act as she does to the
"good Germans who acquiesced' in
Hitler's atrocities" admonishing us along
the way that "it is likely that we wiIl be
the generation of nuclear holocaust, a
holocaust that wiIl make all others look
like child's play in comparison."
Aha! Miss Samuels has finally played
her ace - in - the - hole,the ace - in - thehole of pacifists everywhere, namely, the
gruesomeness of nuclear death. Never
mind that violent death has always been
and will continue to be gruesome. She
and everyone who thinks like her will
attain their goal only with the elimination
of all nuclear weapons from this planet.
But this isn't my goal. Nor would I
suspect that it is the goal of the overwhelming majority of Americans. Given
the basic argument, as previously articulated by William Buckley, that war is
awful, the Gulag is equaIly awful and that
warlike capability necessary to contain
Gulag is therefore essential, our goal is
and shall ever remain keeping the Soviets
a half a world removed from America. If
this entails the use of nuclear weapons
then so be it.
Years ago, based upon first hand
observations of the events leading to the
Second World War, George OrwelI wrote
that "Applied to foreign policy, pacifism
either stops being pacifist or becomes
appeasement." And if this appeasement
serves to strengthen those in the Kremlin
who would wage war and enslave millions
of others then it is not simply naive but
for all practical purposes profoundly
wicket. How ironic that the superlative
Miss Samuels and her pacifist brethren
continuaIly bestow upon the rest of us
justly belongs to them. They are indeed
the most immoral men and women of
them all.
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Fryer, Pr~fessor Emeritus, National Law
one had entered the School andcau ht his
MEMORIAL SERVICE
Cent,;' dlif~hP~ofes~or Fryer served as a
attention he followed that person's ~areer
February 13, 1980
mem er 0 e aw Iaculty from 1926 to
forever. That was true of me as it was true
Bethesda Presbyterian
pr:tes.:z~r Fryer gradUQtedf~om the
of many of his students. To be his friend
'Church
eorge as tngton Law School tn 1924.
.w~s indeed a, privilege. Once you had his
On February 12th, C:len Weston, and one
fnendship you had it for life. Andso I
Remarks by
of Professor Fryer s daughter s Mary,
heard from him wherever my career took
Prof. Glen E. Weston
spoke at the m~moTlal service at the Bethme, whether inpractice here in Washingesda Pres~y~eTlan Church about Profes.ton or later teaching in the West. When I
This is an occasion-notto
express sadsor
s life. I ta~kedabout Professor
say heard from him 1don't mean an occaness-though we feel sad-but to recall
Fryer s ~mpa~t on th~LawSchool from a ,sionalletter. I mean you heard from him
with gratitude some of the countless posistudent s pomt of View. ,~ am reprinting
by means of an endless stream of press ,tive contributions, Bill Fryer made in his,
these remarks as a final tribute to Profes-flippings,fI).agazinecutouts;case
and law
life's, work and, in the' lives of those he
sor Fryer.
review citations on any topic.thathe knew
'touched. It is also anappropriateoccaYOll were working on, or might be inter-sion
to recall someof the many happy
.estedjn.
While twas
in practice in
and pleasant moments we had together,
~ashington, I, in large part through his,for
it is in the proper living of life rather
Remarks by
doing, Was asked toteach the course in- ' than in mourning that we can best honor
Dean Jerome Barron
legal method in the evening and so in
those no longer with us.
those years I often lunched with him.
As one who had the great privilege of-'
This, too, was a unique experience. Being
being one of Bill's students, his student
a Marylander, he loved crabcakes and he
research assistant, his faculty colleague
Betty and her son Bill have asked me to
would often call me up and say that he
and close friend, I knew the measure of
say a few words tonight about how Bill
had heard of some place downtown
' the man as few others did.
Fryer-Professor
Fryer as I called him
(which he would then vaguely describe)
. Bill was a great teacher by the most
for so many years-appeared
to his stuwhere they had great crabcakes. Somemeaningful measurement. There were
dents. At the time I first met Bill Fryer he
times this involved a mile walk each way.
some who did not understand him, for in
had already taught more than thirty years
But this never daunted him and it was not
their compulsive desire to learn superin the School. A Law School, like any
supposed to daunt me either. These were
ficial black letter rules they missed lessons
institution, is the sum of many things.
walks that I enjoyed because for me it was
of more profound significance and endurBut more than we remember the walls of
an opportunity to learn first-hand someing value. For those who persevered and
any building, we remember the people in
thing about the history of legal education
made the efforts to understand him fully,
it who give a place its life and spirit. I was
in this country during this century. His
the rewards were immense. His proassigned to him to serve as a teaching felconversation ranged from remembrances
. foundly sound perspective, his emphasis:
low in the fall of 1959. If it was possible
of the great scholars at the Yale Law
upon the importance of critique and
for any individual to embody what the
School when he studied there for his docreform of legal rules and institutions, the
George Washington Law School was at
torate in the nineteen~twenties to the great
keen sense of professional responsibility
that place and time, it was Bill Fryer.
men (and/or characters) whom he hadset him apart as one ahead of his time in
When I first met him I wondered how we
encountered during his long career at our
legal education.
Law School.
The greatest lesson of all was the man
would enjoy working with each other-c-or
What was characteristic of ali these
himself. His great integrity, intense loymore accurately, how I would enjoy
conversations and of all my dealings with
alty to the institution and. to his friends,
working with him. My Massachusetts achim was the detail and relish with which
his uncompromising
perfectionism in
cent and his Easter Shore accent made an
he pursued any activity in which he was
scholarship and indomitable optimism
odd-contrast, but as my'great good luck
involved. Later, .after I married and had
were lessons that permeated our senses
would have it, we hit it off almost at
my own children, I always marveled at
and are certain to be transmitted to new
once. His praise had to be' earned but
the fact that once he had met one of my
generations because of him.
once earned the recipient was paid in the
children he remembered them always. But
Bill was a nationally renowned scholar
coin of intense and unflagging friendship;
how he would remember them. He would
whose remarkable productivity despite
Working with him was riot the aloof
remember not only their first names but
extremely heavy teaching loads and a lack
experience that working with a senior
their middle names and ask about them.
of institutional research support, estabprofessor can sometimes be for a teaching
There is a great deal of discussion in the
lished a Law School tradition that has
assistant. The legal writing responworld now, and in the world of law
continued but never been surpassed. He';
sibilities of the first year students in Bill's
particularly,
about
whether
it
is
still
pioneered in the development of courses'
legal method course were supposed to be
possible, to use Holme's phrase, "to live
in introduction to the study of law, de-:
supervised by me and I was supposed to
greatly in the law." I think it is possible to
signed to provide students with historical,
be supervised by him. And I was. But
live greatly in the law-I think Bill Fryphilosophical and ethical perspectives, as
with such enthusiasm and with such helper's life is a testament to the factthat it is.
well as as basic informational knowledge
fulness. He would call me three or four
I mentioned already the adventures that
and research skills. His scholarly reputimes a day with a suggestion for a probgoing to lunch with him could· bring.
tation was suutably acknowledged on a
lem or an idea for class discussion and,
national basis by his being chosen to edit
occasionally, he would ask me to take his What an experience it could be to walk
down "K" Street with him at lunch time.
the Association of American Law Schools
class and teach it-an assignment I would
It seemed to me that every door opened
publication of Selected Readings on Eviundertake with both joy and terror since
dence and Trial.
he would be right there in the classroom.
and everybody on the street stopped. All
As a faculty colleague, Bill's contriGreat law professors don't always wel- of them would nod their heads and wave
butions were also enormous. He was
come apprentices-he
did and I learned
and say "Hello, Professor Fryer". Certainly, if he had not taught every member
intensely loyal to the institution and to his
from it and was grateful for it.
friends. At an early date he perceived the
To me he showed just how hard work- . of the District of Columbia Bar, he had,
potential of the Law School and worked
ing and how dedicated a good professor
taught thousands of them and their affecunstintingly for almost 40 years for its
could be. He opened up the place, that
tion for him was always evident whereimprovement. He was intolerant of slothwas for sure. I don't think anyone on the ever he talked throughout this city.
I do not know how it.is possible to have
fulness,of those who lacked high' stan-:
faculty before or since . ever came to
dards, or those who put personal interests"
Stockton Hall earlier crIeft later. In all spent a more meaningful life than to be
before institutional loyalty,' but was
this time, his writing was not at the ex- able to lmpartknowledge to young peowarrll, friendly and constantly sought to
pense of his students or colleagues. All pIe,to retain their affection for a lifetime,
help colleagues who shared his loyalty to
through the years when he wrote his texts and to be loved not only by one's family-his loving wife Betty, his son Bill and
the institution and ambitions for it. He
on legal method, his readings on evidence
his daughter Hap in all of whom he took
inspired us all to strive towards exceland personal property, he served on
lence.
countless Law School committees, taught
such pride-but
by the institution that
There are happy memories of many
large classes throughout theyear and in one served for a lifetime. Bill Fryer had a
rich life. For someone who was privileged
lighter moments. Bill's great sense of
the summer too. A good deal of this
to know him in my student days, I know
humor and boundless optimism always
productivity, of course, was made possiraised our spirts. His droll stories of
ble by Betty's generous and endless help he immeasurably enriched my own life as
he enriched that of thousands of others.
"Dofty Goofty", the Cascof the Cross-Eyed
on all his books.
.
For me as a young lawyer starting o'ut my
Helmsman, or the dialogue of Baron
Bill Fryer had some remarkable gifts.
life, he was a loyal friend who want,ed to
Surrebutter in Crogate's Case-Jeremy
He was a source of endless good cheer
help in
any way as he had helped hunBentham's satirical criticism of the aband he had an astonishing memory. Both
dreds of others.
surdities of common law pleading-could
students and lawyers, when burdened
We will miss him and remember him
never be retold by anyone else but they
with difficult evidence problems, would
and when the history of the George
both entertained and carried messages of
bring them to him and he would retrieve
importance ..
from his almost total recall of t he law of Washington Law School is written, his
Who among us who had the privilege
evidence exactly the appropriate case. He life shall be a large chapter in it.
of participating could ever forget the
was totally committed to the George
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large groups of colleagues, to strange, '
new, usually obscure and often non-exotic eating places. Bill's hearty appetite
that never produced an ounce of fat upon
his spare frame, led us to many places like
the 9th Street Greek restaurant with an
unprounceable name, which Bill insisted
upon calling SKEEZIX's, 'which featured ,.
the succulent Red Snapper that he.loved
or sometimes Crab Cakes almost but not
quite like those of his Eastern Shore bOY:'
hood days. Or who could forget the dusty'
safaris we made-through.allof the musty:
old second hand book stores that used to'
, line 9th Street and GStreet,in search of
10 and 15 centbargain books-which he ge-,.
nerously distributed among his friends.
These were occasions of fun, laughter and
good comradeship.
.
. Who could forget Bill's phenomenal
photographic memory which could often'
produce not only the full Reporter Citation to a judicial decision but even enable
him to tell you on which page in which
column the particular point appeared?
Who could forget the voluminous stacks
of cards he took to class upon which he
had .scribbledin scrawlso illegible'that even
he could not always read it, the names
and citations of more relevant cases than
any LEXIS or WESTLA W or other
computerized legal research system could
ever dredge up-but
which he had so
meticulously collected by prodigious research efforts. The shuffling of those
cards and his struggle to read some of
them were always sources of enjoyment
to his students.
One of Bill's activities that many of his
colleagues will remember best was his
compulsive clipping of newspaper and
newspaper articles, which he disseminated among us like a modern Johnny
Appleseed, motivated by his incessant de- .
sire to help others. This compulsion has
proven to be contagious and I have been
afflicted with it. Because of Bill, I am forever doomed to go thru life with this insidious little weapon of a newspaper clipper, which I always carry with me, ripping newspapers to shreds, cluttering up
my files, and making a shambles of my
desk and my home with clippings on all
kinds of subjects. It may be a source of
exasperation to my wife, but it will serve
me well as a constant reminder of Bill and
the many pleasant ways in which he so
enriched our lives..
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Bird Art·· at NCFA
"Birds: Works from the 1979 Annual Exhibition of Art Depicting
Birds" opens at the National Collection of Fine Arts, Smithsonian
Institution, on February I and.
continues through May 6. These
47 contemporary
paintings,
watercolors, drawings and wood
carvings by 47 artists range from
detailed portrayals to impressionistic glimpses. They capture
the power, grace and beauty of
birds which, more than other
wildlife, long have inspired artists.
This exhibition was selected from
a larger juried show organized by

the Leigh Yawkey Woodson 'Art
Museum in Wausau, Wisconsin.
International in scope, it includes
works by painters and carvers
living in the United States,
Canada, England and West Germany. Special medals, given annually by the Woodson Art Muse,urn to master wildlife artists in
recognition of excellence in the
field, have been preseilted to Don
Richard Eckelberry, Owen, J.
Gromme, Roger Tory Peterson
and George Miksch Sutton. Each
is represented in this exhibition.
"No longer content to present
only the physical appearance of

the bird, (these) artists focus on
each species set within its habitat," Martina Norelli, Associate
Curator of Prints and Drawings
at the NCF A, writes in the exhibition checklist. "Many aspects of
bird behavior are depicted, with
the bird either the central or incidental element in the paintings.
Using images drawn from experiences in nature-the
blur of
wings in flight, the gentle motion
of the bird on water, or the quiet
beauty of the bird at .rest - the
artists impart vitality and liveliness to their work.
...... Contemporary

to their depictions of birds a
special knowledge of their subject
acquired through personal observation, research and field
study. Many of these artists are
also ornithologists, some are outdoorsmen and other sportsmen,
and some are museum personnel;
all, however, are linked by their

interest in birds. Their knowledge
of habitat, plumage, anatomy
and behavior enables them to
produce paintings and carvings
that are both artistically satisfying and scientifically accurate.
This special capability provides
the unique contribution of these
accomplished artists."

artists bring
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This is the first annual Advocate Presidential primary. Although it will fall
after the New Hampshire primary, its results will be extremely significant.
Because no candidates or their surrogates have campaigned here, the voters
will not have been unduly influenced by a particular candidate's manner of
speaking, appearance, or all-American family. The results of the earlier
primaries do not reflect informed voter opinion on the issues, but rather
demonstrate only the extent that particular candidates have developed
organizational strength. Organizational strength, however, is in most cases,
directly proportional to the amount of time a candidate or his surrogates have
spent in the field. Organizational strength does not indicate a candidate's
ability to be an effective President. Therefore, this primary has been kept a
secret from the candidates. Only now will they know that they are being tested
by the GW law school electorate and they will be tested solely on the issues.
Everyone: Professors, students and staff alike are encouraged to vote.
Ballot boxes are in the hallways of Bacon and Stockton and in Bacon
Lounge. Please vote by Mon. March 3rd.

CHOOSE ONE
Anderson

Baker

Brown

Dole

Do you consider yourself a:

Bush

.LaRouche

Democrat

Carter

Kennedy

RepubHean

Connally

Reagan

Independent

Crane

